London Moving
Join the Transport Professor for a lively look behind the scenes of London’s
transport and the science that makes it all tick in this exciting show.
Key Learning Enquiry: How do science and DT keep London moving?

Pupils will learn:
 About some of the scientific principles that impact on London’s transport
system.

 To understand how science drives new transport technology.
 How transport in London has changed over time.
 To engage with the Museum’s collection using science.

KS2: Science, Design and Technology
Before your visit
• Use research and ICT to explore London. Look at maps of London and key landmarks to help pupils understand it is
a big city, and public transport is essential to move around it.
• Use primary and secondary sources to make a list of different types of public transport used in London. Was all
London transport invented at the same time? Was each type of transport invented by the same person?
• Use research and images to make a simple timeline showing the changes in each type of transport.

After your visit
•

Investigate friction: Ask children to choose a variety of materials representing different types of road/track surface
(see page 2). Investigate which surface a toy bus/train will travel over fastest. Observe that smoother surfaces
create less friction and rougher surfaces create more (link back to horse trams at London Transport Museum).

•

Investigate friction and magnets: Watch this link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xsZQnyKyjrw and learn how
scientists are solving the problem of friction on railway trains with the development of Maglev trains. Watch the
video on building a magnetic levitation train provided. Can you think of your own experiment to demonstrate the
use of magnets to create levitation? Please note Youtube.com may run adverts or films automatically before or

after these films which are not related to their content.

After your visit continued


Investigate steam power. As a class, use water to investigate how liquids become gases.
Use safety precautions and boil water in a pan. At a safe distance, let pupils observe what
happens to the water at 100°C (boiling point). Pupils will need to understand they are
observing liquid (water) changing into a gas (steam). Ask pupils if they think steam is strong
enough to move an object (link back to the steam train at London Transport Museum).
Repeat the experiment with a thin sheet of metal or lid over the boiling water and observe
what happens (see page 2). Watch this clip about the history of steam power
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/z9fvr82



Investigate electric power. As a class, research where electricity comes from – how is it
delivered to our homes/school/railways? How much electricity would be needed to power an
electric train (link back to electric trains at London Transport Museum). Use a wind-up torch
to experience how a lot of energy is needed to produce a small amount of electricity.



Investigate electric power. Discuss and explore which materials conduct electricity and
which do not. Give pupils a broken circuit. Ask them to try and test different materials to
find which conduct electricity (graphite pencil/paperclip) and will complete the circuit, and
which do not (plastic, wood).

Explore our Future Engineering Wonders webpage for more information

Watch this video showing how magnets
can be used in Maglev trains ( 2min 18sec).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Ydx8xYDM4M

Please note Youtube.com may run adverts or films automatically before or after this film
which are not related to its content.

